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Introduction
This report has been written by the lead examiner for the BTEC Human
Lifespan Development unit. It is designed to help you understand how
learners performed overall in the exam. For each question, there is a brief
analysis of learner responses. You will also find example learner responses
from Level 2 Pass and Distinction learners. We hope this will help you to
prepare your learners for future examination series.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on
this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx

Grade

Unclassified

Boundary
Mark

0

Level 1
Pass

Pass

20

27

Level 2
Merit
34

Distinction
42

General Comments on Exam
The paper was wide ranging in terms of grades attempted to be awarded
from the questions. This generated a number of blank responses. It seemed
that these were particularly concentrated in the long answer questions.
The external assessment process was judged to be straightforward. There
were 7368 entries for this examination. Generally, learners were able to
show an understanding of lifespan development and investigate the factors
that affect human growth and development and how they are interrelated.
Learners found some difficulty with the terminology used within the
examination although the same terminology is used within the specification.
For example, the term bonding was poorly understood in this context as
were the terms self-image and formal/informal support.

Question 1
1c (i)

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A2

Learners’ were very confused about the term bonding – many responses
referred to friendship rather than parent/child bonding. The term
attachment was seldom seen in this series.
Level 2 Pass example:

Level 2 Distinction example:

1e

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A2 &
B3

Learners’ found this question very challenging. Often, the response focused
on Yvette and Le Shaun rather than Craig and Callum. The negative effects
of high levels of income were often referred to. These varied between
spending all the money and living in poverty, to the money all being spent
on Yvette and Le Shaun rather than the children.
Level 2 Pass example:

Level 2 Distinction example:

Question 2
2a (i)

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A2 B4
& B5

This question was poorly answered by many learners’. Many responses
focussed on the effects on Ria and Will rather than the benefits of house
sharing for young people. Learners’ frequently referred to money but not in
the context of sharing expenses (rent, fuel bills etc.).
Level 2 Pass example:

Level 2 Distinction example:

2b (iii)

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A2 & B6

Learners’ tended to focus on negative effects of university (debt etc.). Few
learners’ referred to Stuart’s intellectual development or his improved selfimage from attending university.
Level 2 Pass example:

Level 2 Distinction example:

2c (ii)

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A2 & B2

This question was very poorly answered. There was very little reference to
Ria’s status or that she would be helping people and could potentially
change their lives with her medical care. Learners’ tended to focus on how
Ria would dress, how much Ria would be paid.
Level 2 Pass example:

Level 2 Distinction example:

2e

Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim A2, B5 & B6

This question was poorly answered in many instances. Learners’ tended to
write about the impact of starting a family on Ria’s development rather than
Will’s. They focussed on maternity leave, post natal depression, lack of
money, that Ria may decide to leave work etc. Also, finance was mentioned
in many cases as was a break down in the marriage and potential divorce.
The impact of starting a family on Ria & Will’s relationship was answered
more fully in many cases
Level 2 Pass example:

Level 2 Distinction example:
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